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| Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant - Unit 2
Licensee Event Report Number 96-001-00

j Reduction / Resumption of 2B Diesel Generator Speed
Caused By Inadequate Procedural Guidance

Ladies and Gentlemen:

( Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant Licensee Event Report No. 96-001-00 is being submitted

| voluntarily. Ifyou have any questions, please advise.

Respectfully submitted,

b N%w
Dave Morey

EFB:maf 96-01(2). DOC

Enclosure

cc: Mr. S. D. Ebneter, Region II Administrator
Mr. B. L. Siegel, NRR Senior Project Manager
Mr. T. M. Ross, FNP Resident Inspector
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At 0036, on April 8,1996, with the Unit in Mode 1 operating at 100 percent reactor power, the 2B
diesel generator [EK] experienced a reduction in speed followed by a resumption of speed during the
performance of an auto start surveillance test. The reduction in speed occurred when the emergency

,

start (ES) relay was reset with a non-essential engine protection (NEEP) shutdown in effect, causing
the fuel racks to go to the closed position. The NEEP shutdown cleared after its designed time delay |
expired, allowing the fuel racks to reopen, and the diesel generator resumed rated speed. |

i
i

A root cause investigation determined that this event was due to procedural inadequacy. The |
procedure did not require recording the time when the NEEP signal was generated. Thus, it was not
evident to the operator that the intent of the procedure was to reset the ES relay only after the NEEP
time delay had expired. As a result, the ES reset occurred prior to the expiration of the NEEP time

; delay. Diesd generator test procedures have been revised to ensure the relays are actuated and/or
'

reset with the proper time delays between procedural steps.
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Plant and System Identification

Westinghouse -- Pressurized Water Reactor

Energy Industry Identification System codes are identified in the text as [XX].

:

Descriotion of Event

At 0036, on April 8,1996, with the Unit in Mode 1 operating at 100 percent reactor power, the 2B
diesel generator [EK] experienced a reduction in speed followed by a resumption of speed during the |
performance of an auto start surveillance test. The reduction in speed occurred when the emergency
start (ES) relay was reset with a non-essential engine protection (NEEP) shutdown in effect, causing
the fuel racks to go to the closed position. The NEEP shutdown cleared after its designed time delay

;

expired, allowing the fuel racks to reopen, and the diesel generator resumed rated speed. !

l
The design of the 2B diesel generator divides diesel starts into two categories - emergency starts and |

non-emergency starts. Engine shutdowns are also divided into two categories - essential engine
protection shutdowns and non-essential engine protection shutdowns. An essential engine protection
will stop the diesel under any condition and cannot be blocked. The NEEP shutdowns are blocked
when an ES signal is present. When a NEEP shutdown is generated and then clears (as in this event)
it remains in effect for 140 seconds.

The 2B diesel generator was started per the surveillance test procedure by manually actuating the ES
relay locally. As part of the surveillance test it was required to verify that the NEEP signals would
not shutdown the diesel with an ES signal present. This portion of the surveillance test consisted of
depressing the remote stop pushbutton and then manually actuating the NEEP relay. The procedure

*

did not require recording the time the remote stop pushbutton was depressed or the NEEP relay was
actuated. When the ES reset was depressed prior to the expiration of the NEEP 140 second time I

delay (contrary to the intent of the procedure), the block of the NEEP shutdown was removed and
the fuel racks went to the closed position, causing the diesel generator to start coasting down.
Before the engine speed reached zero, the NEEP 140 second time delay expired and removed the
diesel shutdown signal. With the shutdown signal removed, the fuel racks reopened as demanded by
the diesel generator governor. With fuel to the engine and the engine rolling (coasting down), the
diesel generator resumed rated speed. If the diesel had come to a complete stop before the NEEP
time delay expired, the diesel would not have resumed rated speed. The resumption of rated speed
was the result of a removal of the stop signal, not a regeneration of an emergency or test start signal.
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Cause of Event

The reduction in speed and subsequent resumption of speed of the 2B diesel generator during auto
start surveillance testing was due to procedural inadequacy. The procedure did not require recording
the time when the NEEP signal was generated (by either pressing the remote stop pushbutton or
actuating the NEEP relay). Thus, it was not evident to the operator that the intent of the procedure

'

was to reset the ES relay only after the NEEP time delay had expired. As a result, the ES reset
occurred prior to the expiration of the NEEP time delay.

Safety Assessment

The 2B diesel generator and associated equipment operated as designed during this event.

This event would not have been more severe ifit had occurred under different operating conditions.

Corrective Action

Diesel generator test procedures have been revised to ensure the relays are actuated and/or reset with
the proper time delays between procedural steps.

| Additional Information

This event was initially reported per 10 CFR 50.72(b)(2)(ii) as a non-emergency four hour report.

This LER is being submitted voluntarily.
|

No similar LERs involving a diesel generator return to speed following a shutdown have been
reported by Farley Nuclear Plant.
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